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Northcross Science & Technology Expo 2022
April 2022
Kia ora Parents\Caregivers
This year all Northcross students have been given the opportunity to participate in the
Northcross Science & Technology Expo, and I am delighted that your child has shown a keen
interest in partaking this year. At Northcross, we encourage our students to explore and
engage in science, and this is an excellent extracurricular opportunity for them to do so.
This year students will have a mentor teacher to guide them throughout the process and
support them throughout their project. There will also be workshops at school where
students can spend time working on their projects, receiving feedback on their ongoing
project. However, as this is an extracurricular activity, the majority of the project will be
completed at home (possibly with the support of a family member). Once again this year, 20
exceptional projects will be entered into the NIWA North Harbour Science and Technology
Fair hosted by Massey University.
Participation in the Science and Technology Expo will require your child to be curious and
excited about new learning and to manage their time effectively. Students will need to show
commitment and perseverance, and be self-reflective and engaged learners throughout the
process. During the course of the project they will research and develop their project ideas
and investigative questions, run experiments and trials (multiple times), analyse data, reflect
on their results and draw conclusions. The final project can be presented as a display board,
slideshow or video. Students just need to make their final format include every aspect of the
marking rubric.

Science and Technology Expo projects due: Monday, 25 July 2021 - first day
of Term 3
If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me
moniquea@northcross.school.nz. I look forward to seeing our students showcase their
learning next term.
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Dear Students / Parents / Caregivers
Science and Technology Expo
This year, students at Northcross will be choosing to complete a science or technology investigation,
and presenting their Projects and findings for others to learn from. There will be a whole-school open
evening early in Term 3 to show off students’ learning. Twenty projects of an exceptional standard will
be selected to be entered into the North Harbour Science & Technology Fair.
Students may choose between two different kinds of Project:
1. Scientific Research / Investigation Project– Testing to answer a question. This will almost always
include a Fair Test. The key to a high quality outcome is a well-planned experiment - that will
maintain conditions so just one variable is tested – over many trials. Results are gathered,
presented, analysed, to answer the question. (see page 8-9)
2. Design based/Innovative project– Inventing a new product to meet an identified need or
opportunity. They design and make a prototype, which they test out and modify. Students explain
their design process, how the device works, and how it could be produced and marketed. For a
high quality outcome, this kind of project takes a lot of time and commitment. (see page 10-11)
For a Science project, settle on an investigation “question”, then carefully step through the Fair Test
Planning sheet to carry out a series of fair tests that will answer the question. Students will be
taught about forming testable questions, and designing and carrying out fair tests.
The best questions come from a problem or issue that is of interest and relevance to the student’s
everyday life, or a topical issue. Sometimes, family and friends might be able to suggest a workplace
problem. Sometimes an idea can come from product performance claims or problems. Look around
your home, community or at school where some good examples of topics can be found.
For example: In the workshop – which glue will best join…? In the kitchen – which shape pasta holds the
most sauce? In the bathroom – which cleaning cloth is the most absorbent? In the lounge – which type
of heater heats a room the most evenly? In the community – What are the noise levels in our local
community?
There is no perfect question. How carefully and thoroughly the testing process is carried out is the
most important aspect. To get you thinking, some internet sites are suggested on pages 9 and 10
of this booklet, and you may wish to do your own search.
A detailed journal must be maintained throughout the project. This journal must be started at the very
beginning, with regular dated entries that tell what has been done, the question they were trying to
answer, where they got information from, what they found out, and what they think now. The journal
can be accumulated digitally, but must be printed out and submitted with the project. An exercise
book or scrapbook is ideal for this journal of thinking and actions.
It is important to read the Safety Rules on page 6. If you are entering a project involving an animal or
human, please see Rule 4 on page 6. Any project this applies to must have Animal Ethics Committee
approval before the Science and Technology Fair – this must be obtained before testing begins.
Finished projects must be presented on a project display board, a poster (specified dimensions and
layout (page 4-5)) or can be represented digitally (if chosen for the NH Fair, students will need to
create a display board).
Although the work must be the student’s own, students are encouraged to ask teachers and family
members for assistance, and ideas.
The enclosed information is vital, so please read it carefully.
Enjoy the experience!
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Northcross Intermediate School
Science and Technology Expo suggested timeline
Date
Action Guideline
Checked
Week 1-3
(20/5)

Week 4-6
(10/6)

Week 3-10
(8/7)
Week 3-10
(8/7)

T3: 25/7
T3:Week
1-3
T3: Week 3
T3: Week
4-7
T3: Week 7

Students start brainstorming ideas for their Science/Technology
projects. Attend the sessions with Ms Auths to gain some traction with
ideas. Digital booklets shared to students. Students begin choosing
and researching their topics or problems, and forming Investigative
Questions, this can be discussed with your teacher or Ms Auths.
Maintain the journal/log book and photographic record of your Project.
Checkpoint 1. Students' Investigative Question or Invention need to be
settled and approved by the teacher. Students need to have designed
their Fair Test (on the planning document provided) or begin solution
ideas approved by the teacher. Maintain the log book/journal and
photographic record of your Project.
Checkpoint 2
Maintain the journal/log book and photographic record of your Project.
Checkpoint 3
Results’ tables. Students check the list of information required for the
Display Board. Graphic information and results’ tables sighted by the
teacher. Students check the rubric – have you included everything
required?
Have you linked your findings or product with your beginning ideas, the
question or need, and what you thought would happen?

Final projects to be handed in to your teacher.
Selection of projects for the North Harbour NIWA Science and Technology Expo

NX Expo display in the School Library
Improvements and changes of projects for the North Harbour NIWA Science and
Technology Expo

9 - 10 Sept North Harbour NIWA Science & Technology Expo

Enjoy the experience!
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Formal Requirements for Your Project
Display Board (mandatory)
Available from the Resource Room from Week 2 for $10 (or at the Warehouse Stationery for
$16). Display boards must not be larger than 120cm wide and 80cm high, when opened flat,
be strong and also be able to be taken apart easily for transport (see the diagram below).
Journal or Log Book (mandatory)
All projects must include a journal/log book of the project. An exercise book or digital
logbook including links, photos and QR codes/links to videos. Your journal/log book could be
a digital document, but must be submitted in printed form. This essential part of your project
shows the judges how you have gone about your investigation and the way you have
achieved your results. Your journal should be started on the very first day you begin thinking
about your Science Fair project, because it is your evidence of exactly what you have
considered and done, how your thinking has changed, what you have learned. It tells how you
did what you did, where you found help and ideas, how long you worked on your
investigation, and also how extensive your investigation or product development cycle has
been. Have a look at the wording of this aspect on the rubric.
Using your Display Board
An “eye catching” title is needed to grab the judges’ attention. Your investigative question
needs to be clearly stated, along with your Aim, and why you chose this question. Other
features your Board or Poster must-haves are your Abstract, Prediction, the Equipment you
used, the Method you followed, your Results on tables and in graphs, and a Conclusion
telling what you found out – this will demonstrate your understanding of the topic and your
investigation. You should also include a reflection about how “fair” your test was, and what
you might test or try out next time. It is important to set out your project in a logical and
sequential order on your board for the judges to follow. Have a look at the wording of this
aspect on the rubric.
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Safety Rules:
The following safety rules regarding the construction and care of displays are necessary to
prevent electrical fires, injury to visitors and stress to animals and plants that are part of a
display:
1. All electrical apparatus must be constructed according to standard electrical safety
laws. If in doubt, consult a competent electrician or the inspection department of the
local Electrical Supply Authority.
2. Where high voltage is used (above 230 volts) it must be plainly labelled with a
conspicuous sign stating the high voltage present.
3. Dangerous chemicals, open flames and explosives must not be exhibited.
4. Because of legislation relating to this area, it has been decided that any exhibits, which
involve the manipulation of live animals in any way, can’t be accepted at the Fair. This
means students may observe the behaviour of animals, but not carry out any
experiments on them. Animal/Human ethics approval is still required. Please see the
latest information on: http://www.nzase.org.nz http://www.rsnz.org/education/dream/
go to the bottom of this page or email at: animalethicscommittee@rsnz.org
5. Exhibitors or projects requiring electricity must provide a suitable cord (with a name
tag) at least 3 metres long, provided with a 3 pin plug, preferably “Tapon” type with a
durable attachment and a regulation on-off master switch, readily visible and clearly
marked.
6. Projects requiring participation by visitors (i.e. pushing buttons, levers etc) will be
acceptable, but must be designed so they are foolproof and robust and do not require
operation or explanation by the exhibitor.
7. Projects that involve the growth of moulds are not to be undertaken, unless the
process is carried out in a laboratory in controlled (sealed) conditions.
8. If corrosive chemicals, radio transmitters, water, gas, more than 100 volts electricity or
heating of any kind are involved in your project, you MUST obtain permission from the
Organising Committee.
9. Any exhibit, which, in the opinion of the Organising Committee, is not safe, may be
rejected. The entrant must accept all liability.
10. No culture mediums are to be placed on the exhibit. Photographs should be taken of
the cultures and these photographs used instead on the display.
11. The judges’ decisions are final, and no correspondence or discussion will be entered
into about the awards.
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Assessing the completed projects
The following weighting will be given to each category, for marking the projects:
Scientific Thought and Understanding
60 points
Technical Effort and Presentation
10 points
Oral presentation
15 points
Journal details, accuracy, reflections
15 points
Scientific Thought and Understanding
Well-designed experiments, good observations, lots of carefully measured data gathered and
sound conclusions based on a well-planned investigation, and understanding of the topic.
Technical Effort and Presentation
The way in which the project has been put together including: the Display Board, models,
equipment, simple, uniform lettering, photographs, diagrams, graphs, tables and any other
parts of the investigation. The best projects will have a simple, effective display of all aspects
of the investigation.
Oral Presentation
This indicator is about the way in which the student presents his/her Project and responds to
questions about the investigation. The focus is on the student’s understanding of their topic
and test, its importance, and how scientifically sound their work is. Reflection and insight at
the appropriate level are being sought
Journal or Logbook
This is expected to be a full and accurate record of all the ins and outs of developing ideas on
the topic in general and the project in particular. Many dated entries are expected, recording
what is being done, why that is being done, where information or solutions were found, what
this next step or discovery means, how the results are being controlled so that they can be
trusted, etc. This should be a journal of discoveries and disappointments as the student
grapples with the messy realities of "doing Science", right from first engaging with possible
investigative ideas.
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Fair Testing Method - SCIENCE BASED STUDY
http://www.watersciencelab.com.au/assets/fairtest.pdf
To ensure that results are trustworthy, that the effect seen has come about because of the
changes made in the experiment, it is important to follow a sound method that can be carried
out again and again to gather a lot of data:
Step 1
PURPOSE (aim)—gather information and state what you are trying to find out.
Your investigative Question will come from your aim.
Step 2
PREDICTION —form a prediction, a justified guess about the expected outcome
of a specific test, demonstrating possible cause and effect, and giving reasons
why you chose your prediction. Your prediction must state the relationship
between the dependent and independent variables.
Step 3
VARIABLES—choose the variable you would like to test (this is the dependent
variable). There are three different types of variables: Dependent variable,
Independent variable and Control variables. Note: You MUST only change one
INDEPENDENT variable at a time, this will help you see how your dependent
variable is directly affected. Mrs Auths can help you with this. Please ask!
Step 4
METHOD—design and set up experiments to test the prediction; usually written
as detailed step by step instructions, so that it can be repeated.
Step 5
LIST MATERIALS you will be using and draw a diagram or include photos of
any apparatus.
Step 6
TESTING--Carry out a series of experiments (between 10-15 at least). The
more data you have the better. Multiple trials are necessary. Record any
observations during this time.
Step 7
OBSERVATIONS—observe the results, and measure the variable being tested.
Record the data in tables as you collect it. Look for patterns in the data you
have collected.
Step 8
RESULTS Display the information on a suitable graph, with proper statistics if
applicable. Or discuss these results by identifying any patterns you stumbled
upon.
Step 9
CONCLUSION (analysis)—state what happened in the experiment, accept or
reject your prediction, and comment on the outcomes.
Step 10
ANALYSE - Comment on your investigation - what you saw happen and how it
relates to other research on similar topics. Why did it turn out like that? How
sound was your investigation? What might you do next, or do differently? State
any improvements for future research.
Step 11
ABSTRACT - This part is to be completed after your investigation. Here you will
be giving the reader/viewer a brief overview of your entire investigation. Use
your summarising skills here.
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Science

Name: _________________________________
School: ________________________________
Entry number: ______
Scientific Thought & Understanding

0-3

4-5

6-7

8-10

Aim/ Hypothesis:
-The title, aim and a brief overview are stated
-Testable predictions are presented

10

Method:
-a plan is presented which could lead to a valid conclusion
-the plan includes strategies for collecting a lot of data
-the plan relates to the stated hypothesis/predictions
-variables are stated
-materials & equipment are stated
-any safety requirements are listed
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Data presentation:
-relevant data is recorded and results tabulated
-data is graphed appropriately where possible
-statistical analysis appropriate to age of student
-patterns and trends are identified
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0-6

7-14

15-22

23-30

Written Discussion of Results & Conclusion:
-actual data is analysed and referred to
-results are compared to other sources of information
experimental method is evaluated & mistakes/ errors are
identified
-possible modifications for future investigations are identified
-an appropriate conclusion is drawn that links the
experimental results to the original hypothesis/prediction

Visual Presentation

30

0-3

4-5

6-7

8-10

-layout has impact and appeal
-text is clear, easy to read and follows a logical progression
-graphics, models, diagrams, photos, lettering etc enhance
understanding

Log Book – Project Journal

10
0-3

4-7

8-11

12-15

Dated entries tell the reader:
-What did you do today?
-What questions were you trying to answer with that?
-Where did you look for information / who did you get help
from?
-What did you find out?
-What do you think about it now and why?

Oral presentation (create a video too)

15

0-3

Students respond well to:
-Why is your project important?
-What did you discover?
-What does that mean (to you and/or others)?
-What did you do to make sure your results could be trusted?
-If you were doing this again, what would you do to make it
even better?

Total

9

4-7

8-11

12-15

15
100

Design Thinking: TECHNOLOGY BASED INNOVATION
Step 1 EMPATHIZE . Empathy is the foundation of human-centered design. The problems
you’re trying to solve are rarely your own, they’re those of particular users. Build empathy for
your users by learning their values. To empathize, you:
Observe. View users and their behavior in the context of their lives.
Engage. Interact with and interview users through both scheduled and short ‘intercept’
encounters.
Immerse. Wear your users’ shoes. Experience what they experience for a mile or two.
Step 2 DEFINE
The define mode is when you unpack your empathy findings into needs and insights and
scope a meaningful challenge. Based on your understanding of users and their environments,
come up with an actionable problem statement: your Point Of View. More than simply defining
the problem, your Point of View is a unique design vision that is framed by your specific
users. Understanding the meaningful challenge at hand, and the user insights you can
leverage, is fundamental to creating a successful solution.
Step 3 IDEATE
Ideate is the mode in which you generate radical design alternatives. Ideation is a process of
“going wide” in terms of concepts and outcomes—a mode of “flaring” instead of “focus”. The
goal of ideation is to explore a wide solution space—both a large quantity and broad diversity
of ideas. From this vast repository of ideas, you can build prototypes to test with users.
Step 4 PROTOTYPE
Prototyping gets ideas out of your head and into the world. A prototype can be anything that
takes a physical form—a wall of post-its, a role-playing activity, an object. In early stages,
keep prototypes inexpensive and low resolution to learn quickly and explore possibilities.
Prototypes are most successful when people (the design team, users, and others) can
experience and interact with them. They’re a great way to start a conversation. What you
learn from interactions with prototypes drives deeper empathy and shapes successful
solutions.
Step 5 TEST
Testing is your chance to gather feedback, refine solutions, and continue to learn about your
users. The test mode is an iterative mode in which you place low-resolution prototypes in the
appropriate context of your user’s life. Prototype as if you know you’re right, but test as if you
know you’re wrong.

It is important to note that an innovative idea requires fluid action. This means that you will
need to move back and forth through the design process. This process is what we call
non-linear.
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Technology
Name: _______________________________
School: ______________________________
Entry number: ______

0-3

Technological Knowledge & Capability

4-5

6-7

8-10

Need or Opportunity identified
need or opportunity identified
limitations of existing technology identified if appropriate
Development of process or product

- a range of concepts is generated & evaluated

comment made on appropriate technological aspects
appropriate materials used
ease of use commented on
scoping of stakeholders has been carried out

60

Innovation & originality
evidence of advances over existing technology
evidence of originality & innovation
Performance specifications
- specifications are listed and relate to end user potential for
production or use
- safety concerns are addressed
Presentation of Product or process
product/ functional model or photo of model presented
Evaluation of Product or Process
-

evidence of meeting performance goals
potential for production commented on
areas of difficulty mentioned
impact on stakeholders commented on

Log Book – Project Journal

0-3

4-7

8-11

12-15

Dated entries tell the reader
- What did you do today?
- What questions were you trying to answer with that?
- Where did you look for information / who did you get help
from?
- What did you find out?
- What do you think about it now and why?

15

Visual Presentation

0-3

4-5

6-7

8-10

layout has impact and appeal
text is clear, easy to read and follows a logical progression
graphics, models, diagrams, photos, lettering etc enhance
understanding
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Oral presentation

0-3

Student responds well to oral questions such as
- Why is your product important?
- How well does your product meet the need for it?
- What did you discover?
- What does that mean (so what)?
- If you were continuing with this project, what would you do
now to
make it even better?

4-7

8-11

12-15

15

Total

11

100

Award Categories that Intermediate-aged students are eligible for at the NIWA
North Harbour Science Fair
Awards other than medals carry monetary prizes

Hands on Science Award – the best Secondary project – Donated place at Secondary
Science Camp, Otago University.
Premier Award – Top of North Harbour Science and Technology Fair
Runner Up Award – Second place North Harbour Science and Technology Fair
Category Winners for each of the “strands”:
Living World
Material World
Consumer Science (product investigations)
Physical World
Earth Science (and Beyond)
Technology
Special Prizes
The Stanley Jober Memorial Cup for Researching Alternative Energy Sources
The Bill Wiggle Memorial Award for Outstanding Log Book
Crop and Food Research N.Z. Flour Users’ Award
N.Z. Statistical Association and Statistics New Zealand Award Merit Certificates
The Miles Maxted Cup – usually for statistical analysis
David Peace Award for Alternative Energy Sources
The N.Z. Institute of Food Science and Technology Inc. Award
The Chief Judge’s Award for Innovative Presentation
Australasian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy Award
The NZASE Award for the best project that required Animal Ethics Approval
Chief Judge’s Awards for outstanding projects
Gold (Excellence), Silver (Distinction) and Bronze (Merit) medals for each of the
“strands” as above
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Useful links:
Looking for ideas:
http://www.fizzicseducation.com.au/Free+experiments.html
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCY1kMZp36IQSyNx_9h4mpCg - Mark Rober is
an ex-Nasa rover engineer and shows how Science investigations and innovations
can be fun.
Science Fair Center from Homework Spot
http://www.homeworkspot.com/sciencefair/
The Kids' Guide to Science Projects from Joan Tindell
http://web.archive.org/web/20040402083908/http://edweb.tusd.k12.az.us/jtindell/
http://www.eduplace.com/science/profdev/science_fair/index.html.
https://www.sciencebuddies.org/
http://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/fair.html - scroll down the page for links to
ideas.
Mythbusters resources from youtube have engaging ideas to test out.
https://experiment.com/discover
Science Fair Projects and Experiments from Julian Rubin
Includes experiments, famous scientists, jokes, and trivia - this is a fun site!
http://juliantrubin.com/branchesofsciencefair.html
Science Fairs Homepage from Newfoundland, CA
http://www.cdli.ca/sciencefairs/
All Science Fair Projects with instructions
http://www.all-science-fair-projects.com/
www.homeworkspot.com/sciencefair/
http://othello.mech.northwestern.edu/~peshkin/scifair/chias_ideas.html
http://othello.mech.northwestern.edu/~peshkin/scifair/
sciencelearn.org.nz – an excellent NZ website for teachers. Includes some excellent
resources. Search “activities”.
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